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Shared vision and attention to detail breathe new life into 
an 80-year-old model home in Garden Oaks 
BY SANDRA COOK  |   PHOTOGRAPHY BY RAYMOND ALDERETE

MODEL HOME REMODEL
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In 2009, Mary Tipton and RD Kissling were about to

get married, so it’s no surprise that Mary had per-

formed countless searches on Har.com looking for

the right house. They each owned separate homes,

but were looking for something centrally located that

was a good fit for the outdoorsy couple.

Mary found her cream puff in a 1930s, 1100 or so square foot
house that was built as a model home for the initial section of Garden
Oaks. Some 80 years after its construction, the little house had been
well-loved by one family, but also well-worn by the years. Mary wasn’t
necessarily looking for a historic fixer-upper, but there was something
about that dilapidated darling that captured her heart. 

When Mary and RD first saw the home it had be vacant for five
years.  “We bought it from the original owners’ niece, who was in her
70s,” says Mary. “A lot of people would have expected it to be a
teardown.” 

BBEEFFOORREE

Today, Mary Tipton and RD Kissling’s charming Garden Oaks

home shines with a crisp, modern look, yet still reflects its original

era. The home appeared on a 1930s brochure for the then-new

Garden Oaks neighborhood. The owners collaborated with Mike

McIntyre of McIntyre + Robinowitz and Kraig Jankowski of Stan-

Co Home Improvements to revive the long-vacant house and

transform it into an attractive, functional home. The successful

effort was featured on the 2012 Garden Oaks Home tour.  
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“The entire yard was almost a jungle, completely overgrown,” 
says RD. 

It’s worth noting that Mary spends much of her time working with
K-9 Angels Rescue, a non-profit organization that helps shelter dogs
on the verge of tragic shelter fates find foster homes and permanent
homes across Houston. Saving this wreck of a home in Garden Oaks
was another way of saving something that just needed a good family to
care for it.  

RESCUE EFFORT

The original house, built in 1936, was 1156 square feet and
included two small bedrooms and two bathrooms. Mary and RD

worked with architect Mike McIntyre of McIntyre + Robinowitz
Architects and builder Kraig Jankowski of Stan-Co Home
Improvements to rehab and reinvent the home. 

Mary and RD’s wish list included a bigger master bedroom
with a larger bathroom. Expanding the kitchen was also high on
the list, as was more storage. The couple also wanted a front
porch, but settled for an entry nook and a nice-sized back porch. 

McIntyre’s open, contemporary design added approximately
289 square feet to expand the master suite and kitchen/dining
area, plus 172 square feet for the back porch. This brought the
entire house up to 1445 square feet. The choice to keep the high
windows from the former attic level and add a skylight to the
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AABBOOVVEE::  Mary and RD wanted their kitchen to be both functional and
elegant. They chose Caesarstone for the countertops, a product
made from recycled glass. The cabinets were custom made on site,
and the backsplash features slate pieces that were leftover from the
back porch flooring. 

RRIIGGHHTT::  Architect Mike McIntyre drew up the plans for the renovation,
which included alterations to the front of the house and an addition
to the back of the house, yielding an additional 500 square feet.

OORRIIGGIINNAALL  FFLLOOOORR  PPLLAANN

NNEEWW  FFLLOOOORR  PPLLAANN
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front entry lends a much larger
sense of space. 

The extensive demolition and
reconstruction spanned from
August 2010 to July 2011. The
existing two-bedroom apartment
above the garage served as Mary
and RD’s residence during the
renovations and now functions as
their primary guest quarters.  

LEAK LEADS TO SOLUTION

A surprising result of the renovation
project was the creation of a func-
tional crawl space beneath the house,
which now provides secure storage
for the couple’s canoes.  

“The idea of raising house the
house came after we finished fixing
up the garage apartment,” says RD.
After the water had been turned back
on they discovered a major water leak
under the house. “But getting under
the house was dang near impossible,”
says RD. “So at that point we decid-
ed to raise the house to help access
the plumbing, have storage for our
canoes and make the house look big-
ger.” 

Jankowski points out that the
crawl space is now an intentionally
designed the storage space, as a few
piers were relocated to accommodate
RD and Mary’s four canoes.  The
process for raising the house involved
cranking up each beam individually
over a period of 10 days.  

LLEEFFTT::  The entry and part of the new
kitchen occupy what was originally
the attached one-car garage.
Topped by a large skylight, the five-
panel double-pane glass door is
energy efficient and allows for plen-
ty of light, but restricts passersby
from seeing directly inside the
house.

RRIIGGHHTT::  Mary, RD and their dogs get
much enjoyment out o the new
back porch, which is finished with a
slate floor, a tongue-and-groove
ceiling, fireplace and seating area.
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ABOVE AND BEYOND

With RD and Mary’s input, McIntyre’s
design called for eliminating the attic and
vaulting the ceiling to take advantage of
the attic-level windows on the south and
west faces of the home. This move, along
with the addition of the skylight in the
entry cascades ample natural light into liv-
ing room and kitchen area. 

The plans initially called for the vaulted
ceiling to simply be finished with
sheetrock, but as the structure took shape,
a collective decision between homeowners,
architect and builder resulted in installing
wood paneling on the ceiling to help
showcase the soaring height and remark-
able angles. Contractor Kraig Jankowski
and his team worked meticulously to align
the boards and match up angles for a pre-
cise look—without corner boards to cover
joints.

The exterior siding received the same
attention to detail. Every corner of the
exterior siding features carefully mitered
corners. Jankowski found the selected sid-
ing material through Mantalbano Lumber,
which was discontinued about the time
that they were ordering it for the project.
So they sourced all they could find from
all over Houston. “The Montalbano guys
took special interest and worked with us
to find enough,” says Jankowski. “It’s good
to have vendors that will do that.”

Jankowski suggested pulling up the
wood floors and storing them in the
garage during construction. By the time
the floors needed to be put back down,
Jankowski had found wood floors from
the same era from nearby house demo to
cover the square footage added for the
master bedroom, kitchen and dining
room.

The new vaulted ceiling peaks at about 20

feet and is finished with exquisite tongue-

and-groove wood paneling, rather than

sheetrock. Due to the previous roof sup-

port being taken out, a 500-pound I-

beam that spans across the entire room

now holds up the roof. A 1/2-inch steel

flitch plate supports the full length of each

valley. 
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The dining area connects to both the

kitchen and living area to facilitate enter-

taining in style with family and friends. The

restored chandelier is original to home,

and the mirror above the buffet belonged

to owner’s grandmother. The eclectic mix

of chairs includes two Henredon armchairs

that were recovered to complement the

color scheme. 

It was a priority for Mary to keep all
the old original doors. “They are solid
wood from 1936,” she says. “I didn’t
want them going to a landfill.” 

Per Mary’s request, Jankowski had
them completely refurbished, which
took longer and cost more than simply
ordering new doors and made sure the
stripping materials were recycled and/or
safely disposed of. “We actually pre-
served about two thirds of the entire
house,” says Jankowski. 

MEETING OF THE MINDS

RD and Mary hit it off with architect
Mike McIntyre from the start. RD and
McIntyre were especially in sync on the
modernizing of the space. The home-
owners were referred to Kraig
Jankowski through during a dog walk
in the neighborhood. RD liked that
Jankowski was working in the area and
was quite familiar with the neighbor-
hood.  

“We always encourage clients to
work with a builder who does work in
their neighborhood so they are easy to
get in touch with during the construc-
tion process,” says Mike McIntyre. 

RD says that during the Garden
Oaks home tour many comments were
made on the builder’s attention to
detail and refinement of the design.
Jankowski had considered becoming an
architect upon graduation from high
school, and was accepted into architec-
ture school, but never actually went.
Later he worked for Stan-Co, his
father’s construction company and has
since embraced the building out of
good design. 
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LLEEFFTT:: The hall bath retains its original footprint, but fea-

tures period-friendly updates such as new hexagonal

floor tiles, a light fixture that was original to the kitchen,

Carrara marble and glass knobs on the cabinet doors.

The cheery Crossville tile  was inspired by an article in LA

Bungalow magazine.  AABBOOVVEE:: The new master bath is

bright and space-efficient for two. RRIIGGHHTT:: The master

bedroom was designed with reading lights above bed.

Double sheetrock with green glue in between provides

extra sound insulation from the nearby railroad. Mary says

she loves the train: “I’d rather have the train than neigh-

bors back there, plus I have room for my garden to be

away from the dogs.” 

“I wanted to do this job, not because I wanted a job
to make money on, but I wanted to do this job,
because I think I probably did it better than what
most other builders would have done, says Jankowski.
“I don’t think they would have worried about some of
the things I worried about,”

Architect Mike McIntyre agrees and adds that all
parties shared the vision of the elegant and efficient
form the house could become.
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RESOURCES
ARCHITECTURE: Mike McIntyre, MCINTYRE +
ROBINOWITZ ARCHITECTS, 713.520.9336

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Kraig Jankowski,
STAN-CO HOME IMPROVEMENTS,
713.462.5392

INTERIOR DESIGN: BLAKE WOODS,
832.516.8742 

PLUMBING FIXTURES & HARDWARE: 
FERGUSON, 713.626.3300 

BUILDING MATERIALS: MONTALBANO
LUMBER, (713) 228-9011

IRON FENCING: Mario Arredondo, 
BUILDERS IRON,  713.869.6619 

LANDSCAPING: JOSE SOTO LANDSCAPING,
832.546.4555 

A total of 500

square feet were

added to the back

of the house to

enlarge the

kitchen, dining

room, master bed-

room and provide

space for the back

porch. The entire

house was raised

16 inches to make

the crawl space

more accessible

and provide stor-

age for the cou-

ple’s canoes. BBEEFFOORREE
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